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due to the overextension of  the US power.4 Nonetheless, the Gulf 
War of  1991 and the collapse of  the Soviet bloc proved these declinist 
arguments to be completely prematüre. While the former 
demonstrated us clearly that the America's imminent decline vvas too 
early to talk about given the impressive exercise of  the American 
military power in the Gulf,  the latter signified  "the only remaining 
superpovver status" of  the US in the nevvly emerging unipolar 
moment.5 Therefore,  in the early post-Cold War era the US rose as 
the provider of  the global good and security in the so-cailed "New 
World Order" declared by the Bush administration through the 
aggressive, albeit multilateral, exercise of  US povver as well as the 
promotion of  neoliberal values and principles. Yet, behind this 
euphoria laid a massive US bııdget deficit  and a slovving economic 
grovvth, and under these circumstances it vvas hardly surprising that 
the President Bush lost the presidency elections to his Democrat 
opponent Clinton in 1992. 

Although it had no strong wish to be active and adventurous in 
foreign  affairs,  the Clinton government vvas quite successful  in 
reducing the financial  deficit  and so restoring US economic 
dominance at the expense of  Japan and Germany, both of  vvhich vvere 
recently regarded as the potential rivals to the US povver. Hovvever, 
these much debated Japanese and, to a less degree, German 
challenges to US povver have been undercut by their poor economic 
performances  during the first  decade of  post-Cold War era and more 
importantly, by their unvvillingness to compete militarily and 
politically vvith Washington under the nevv, uncertain conditions of 
vvorld order.6 Rather than balance the US, both countries have been 
determined to maintain the regular pattern of  engagement that 
dominated the Cold War. This fact  vvas the key to bolstering 

4See Robert Kennedy, The  Rise and  Fail  of  the Great Powers: Economic 
Change  and  Military  Conflict  from  1500-2000, Nevv York, Vintage Books, 
1989. 

5Robert W. Tucker and David C. Hendrickson, The  Imperial  Temptation: 
The  New  World  Order  and  America's  Purpose, Nevv York, Council on 
Foreign Relations Press, 1992, pp. 6-7, 9-10; Charles Krauthammer, "The 
Unipolar Moment," Foreign  Affairs  (America and the World 1990/91), Vol. 
70 (1), 1991, p. 24; Charles Krauthammer, "The Lonely Superpovver," The 
New  Republic, Vol. 205 (5), 29 July 1991, p. 23. 

6Ibid.\  Tucker and Hendrickson, The  Imperial  Temptation,  pp. 9-10. 
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American hegemonic power which started enjoying an enormous 
economic boost simultaneously under Clintonomics. Having left  the 
strategy of  containment behind witlı the Cold War's passing, the 
Clinton administration pursued a strategy of  engagement and 
enlargement of  the community of  market democracies across the 
world7 and to this end it advocated the virtues of  market-oriented 
reforms  such as the opening of  financial  markets and further 
liberalization of  world trade through the nevvly-created institutions of 
global economic order like NAFTA, APEC and WTO as well as IMF 
and the World Bank functioning  under Washington's, and particularly 
the American Treasury's, heavy influence.  İn parallel to economic 
povver, the spread of  American culture and lifestyle  vvas vvell under 
vvay ali över the vvorld and so, American values and cultural goods 
enjoyed enormously vvide and povverful  attraction amongst the vvorld 
peoples. Hovvever, this rise of  the US soft  povver by itself  could not 
prevent Clinton from  using these assets assertively or even 
aggressively vvere the US national interests necessitate. Washington 
did actually act in both vvays in the late 1990s: assertively by pushing 
forvvard  the NATO enlargement tovvard Eastern Europe, and 
aggressively by leading the first  military intervention by NATO 
against Yugoslavia in 1999 during the Kosovo War that lacked 
specifıc  UN endorsement and vvas justifıed  on the grounds that 
human rights vvere in jeopardy and ethnic cleansing had to be stopped 
regardless of  state borders.8 Thus, as a "benevolent povver" equipped 
vvith military muscles, Washington under Clinton committed itself  to 
cooperating in a multilateral environmeııt in order to promote the 
universal good for  everybody in the vvorld by means of,  this time, the 

7Andrew J. Bacevich, American Empire: The  Realities and  Consecjuences of 
U.S.  Diplomacy, Cambridge and London, Harvard University Press, 2002, 
pp. 3, 88; Linda B. Miller, "The Clinton Years: Reinventing US Foreign 
Policy?," İnternational  Affairs,  Vol. 70 (4), October 1994, p. 626; Douglas 
Brinkley, "Democratic Enlargement: The Clinton Doctrine," Foreign 
Policy, Issue 106, Spring 1997, p. 110; Godfrey  Hodgson, "American 
Ideals, Global Realities," World  Policy Journal,  Vol. 10 (4), Winter 1993-
1994, pp. 1-2. 

8David Rieff,  "A Nevv Age of  Liberal imperialism?," World  Policy Journal, 
Vol. 16 (2), Summer 1999, pp. 1-2; David Rieff,  "Kosovo's Humanitarian 
Circus," World  Policy Journal,  Vol. 17 (3), Fail 2000, p. 30; Ivo H. Daalder 
and Michael E. O'Hanlon, "Unlearning the Lessons of  Kosovo," Foreign 
Policy, Issue 116, Fail 1999, p. 128. 
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Third Way politics, serving as not less than a distinct form  of 
neoliberalism as the foregoing  discussion shows. 

The Third Way has been, like the Nevv World Order, designed 
as a mechanism for  rebuilding the American predominance and 
leadership in the post-Cold War era, too. It was originally conceived 
as a political-ideological middle route between social democratic 
model and laissez-faire  neoliberalism. Though this Third Way politics 
is based on "neither left  nor right" formula,  there seems to have been 
an asymmetrical relationship betvveen these two ideological positions: 
neoliberalism remains stili in place and dominant with little prospect 
of  disappearance despite the demişe of  Soviet socialism. In this sense, 
it can be viewed, according to some scholars, as "neoliberalism with a 
human face"9  whereas for  Anderson "the Third Way is the best 
ideological shell of  neo-liberalism today."10 Indeed, although it is 
possible to speak of  some concessions in the form  of  post-
Washington Consensus coinciding vvith the Third Way in favor  of 
poverty alleviation and some institutional reforms  for  the sake of 
market effıciency  and at the expense of  the straightforvvard 
neoliberalism of  the Washington-Wall Street complex, they do barely 
move away from  the vvell-established neoliberal trajectory." In a 
similar vein, the Third Way politics has allovved state intervention as 
in the case of  US Treasury's role in formulating  neoliberal reform 
proposals to developing countries facing  crises, but this, too, has 
aimed to promote market expansion rather than market restriction and 

9Philip Arestis and Malcolm Savvyer, "Neoliberalism and the Third Way", 
A. Saad-Filho and D. Johnston (eds.) Neoliberalism:  A Critical  Reader, 
London and Ann Arbor, Pluto Press, 2005, p. 177; Thomas I. Palley, 
"From Keynesianism to Neoliberalism: Shifting  Paradigms in Economics", 
A. Saad-Filho and D. Johnston (eds.) Neoliberalism:  A Critical  Reader, 
London and Ann Arbor, Pluto Press, 2005, p. 28. 

,0Perry Anderson, "Renevvals", New  Left  Review, No. 1, Jan-Feb 2000, p. 11. 
"Ray Kiely, The  Clash  of  Civilisations:  Neoliberalism,  the Third  Way  and 

Anti-Globalisation,  Leiden and Boston, Brill Publishers, 2005, pp. 88-89; 
Alfredo  Saad-Filho, "From Washington to Post-Washington Consensus: 
Neoliberal Agendas for  Economic Development", A. Saad-Filho and D. 
Johnston (eds.), Neoliberalism:  A Critical  Reader,  London and Ann Arbor, 
Pluto Press, 2005, pp. 117-118; William Tabb, "After  Neoliberalism?," 
Monthly  Review, Vol. 55 (2), June 2003, pp. 25-26; Andrew Sumner, "In 
Search of  the Post-Washington (Dis)Consensus: The Missing Content of 
PRSPS," Third  World  Quarterly,  Vol. 27 (8), 2006, pp. 1401-1404. 
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tended to be on behalf  of  powerful  fınancial  interests. Accordingly, as 
the US government took the lead in the completion of  NAFTA in 
1994 and gave its full  support to the formation  of  WTO in 1995, it 
also demanded in 1997 that the liberalization of  capital accounts be 
made a precondition of  IMF membership, the steps vvhich proved the 
fundamental  continuity of  the Third Way vvith neoliberalism. Of  these 
the WTO served as a "much more rigorous enforcement  mechanism 
for  imposing decisions broadly favorable  to the Washington 
Consensus."12 More importantly, during the 1997 Asian crisis the US 
government and Treasury urged further  liberalization of  capital 
accounts in this region through the IMF and World Bank policies 
based on the standardized macroeconomic stabilization and fiscal 
austerity prograıns. Therefore,  throughout the 1990s Washington has 
acted, in fact,  as the main globalizer force  since the Washington 
Consensus-Wall Street policies survived and vvere even considerably 
Consolidated under Clinton via multilateral economic tools, 
consensual mechanisms of  globalization and the punitive (albeit 
limited) use of  force  vvhen necessary. 

The Recent Debate on American Empire Project and 
Neoconservatism 

Although the second term of  the Clinton presidency vvitnessed 
a sustaining economic expansion at both domestic and international 
levels, this did not come as a result of  the much-celebrated nevv 
economy but of  speculative financial  movements in stock markets.13 

The emerging recession in the late 1990s in American economy 
experiencing deindustrialization, corporate scandals and increasing 
indebtedness made harder to "continue to legitimize neoliberal 
globalization in the face  of  deteriorating economic and social 

l2Alex Callinicos, Against the Third  Way:  An Anti-Capitalist  Critique, 
Malden, Polity Press, 2001, p. 86. 

13Kiely, The  Clash  of  Civilisations,  p. 99; David Harvey, The  New 
imperialism,  Oxford,  Oxford  University Press, 2003, p. 190; Robert 
Brenner, "The World Economy at the Turn of  the Millennium tovvard 
Boom or Crisis," Review of  International  Political  Economy, Vol. 8(1), 
Spring 2001, pp. 34-35. 
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conditions in the US and in the South."'4 As well as the obstacles 
surmounting on the path to the reproduction of  neoliberalism, a 
weakening US power in economic terms vvould possibly encounter 
serious diffıculties  in the field  of  foreign  policy as vvell. Indeed, for 
the nevv Bush administration and neoconservatives, the Clinton years 
could best be defined  by indecision and a lack of  grand strategic 
vision despite the recently assertive and aggressive record of  the 
Clinton administration in an attempt to sustain US economic and 
political hegemony. At that moment, vvhile some pointed to the 
paradoxical state of  American povver just before  the September 11 
terrorist attacks by arguing that it is 'too great to be clıallenged by any 
other state, yet not great enough to solve problems such as global 
terrorism and nuclear proliferation,15  there vvere others "vvho stili felt 
the US could do ınuch better - or more precisely, could do far  more 
to exploit ali its various assets and turn them to American 
advantage."16 Of  this latter group, neoconservatives firmly  believed 
that the time is ripe for  closing the gap betvveen US military 
capabilities, further  strengthened by the substantial advances in 
military technology through "revolution in military affairs"  (RMA) 
and its global role by eliminating ali the constraints imposed över the 
last superpovver in the post-Cold War period. In fact,  even before  9/11 
there vvere clear examples of  unilateralism on the part of  the Bush 
administration such as its outright rejection of  the Kyoto Protocol and 
the International Criminal Court. İn the aftermath  of  this event, the 
Bush Doctrine and the subsequent 2002 National Security Strategy 
declared the essential characteristics of  the nevv neoconservative 
foreign  policy: military superiority to that of  any potential competitor, 
preemptive use of  military force,  and the unilateral conduct of  foreign 
policy. The quest for  global predominance in the post-Cold vvar era is 

14Susan Soederberg, "The War on Terrorism and American Empire: 
Economic Development Agendas," A. Colâs and R. Saull (eds.), The  War 
on Terror  and  the American 'Empire'  After  the Cold  War,  London and 
Nevv York, Routledge, 2006, p. 164. 

15Joseph Nye Jr., The  Paradox  of  American Power: Why  the World's  Only 
Super-power  Cannot  Go İt  Alone, Oxford,  Oxford  University Press, 2003, 
p. 40. 

l6Michael Cox, "Empire? The Bush Doctrine and the Lessons of  History", D. 
Held and M. Koenig-Archibugi (Eds.) American Power in the 21sl 

Century,  Cambridge and Malden, Polity Press, 2004, p. 30. 
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thus reflected  in Waslıington's constant temptation to perpetuate and 
prolong the unipolar moment into the 21 st century. 

Follovving 9/11, the debate about American power has 
promptly focused  on the terms "empire" and "imperialism" in the 
sense of  an emerging American imperium based on neoconservative 
power projections. Here it is possible to distinguish between two 
divergent viewpoints: one which claims that there is a substantial 
continuity betvveen successive US governments from  Reagan to Bush 
Jr. vvith regard to their commitment to neoliberalism, and the other 
arguing that the Iatest belligerent actions of  US in foreign  policy 
present a break from  neoliberal globalization particularly in its form 
championed by the Clintonite Third Way. To begin vvith the former, 
the argument here is that the differences  betvveen the Clintonite 
geoeconomics-based foreign  policy and Bush's povver-based 
neoconservatism might not be as sharp as conventional vvisdom 
assumed. Indeed, the US has not really shifted  avvay from 
neoliberalism and the claims regarding the break of  junior Bush's 
neoconservatism from  the neoliberal project appear, for  Kiely, 
unfounded  given that 

While the Bush administration has been more openly unilateralist in 
its methods, its aims of  (selectively) developing liberal sovereign 
states (albeit US allies) vvith efficient  market economies vvas 
compatible vvith a vvhole tradition of  US liberal internationalism, and 
therefore  vvith the globalization project endorsed by politicians vvho 
advocated the global Third Way.17 

In other vvords, there exists a fundamental  continuity betvveen 
neoliberalism and neoconservatism in the essence of  policy 
formulations  going beyond the partial departures from  this project in 
terms of  the means used in the pursuit of  American national interests. 
To illustrate, this fact  vvas overtly evident in the administration's 
Millennium Challenge Account (MCA) of  2002, an aid and 
development policy tool vvhich vvas imposing pre-emptive conditions 
compatible vvith the neoliberal policies över the recipient countries. 
To state in the vvords of  Soederberg, "the form  of  the MCA appears 
novel, but its content is the same as preceding development 

l7Kiely, Empire in the Age of  Globalisation,  p. 155. 
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agendas."18 Also, with its support for  the continuing role of  IMF and 
the World Bank in intensifying  the neoliberal regime of 
accumulation, its promotion of  free  trade in defusing  the threat of 
radical terrorism, its insistence on the revival of  WTO negotiation 
process halted in Seattle and its imposition of  a neoliberal agenda 
över post-Saddam Iraq,19 the Bush administration seems committed to 
the continuation of  neoliberal project. So it can be argued that there 
has been a remarkable continuity and cohesion rather than a break in 
the US' pursuit of  neoliberal global agenda in the forms  of 
Reaganism, Clintonism and Bush's neoconservatism. In fact,  no US 
administration including even Clinton's has genuinely and 
continuously been committed to the multilateral policy framevvork 
neoliberalism requires and, in this sense, the Bush administration 
appears as much committed to neoliberal globalization as the 
previous administrations. 

The second perspective, by contrast, tends to see an essential 
departure in the latest actions of  the US from  the neoliberal strategies 
of  global restructuring. The advocates of  this view argue that 'the US 
seemingly assumes a quasi-imperial role in the mould of  Regressive 
globalization'20 and the Bush's turn in foreign  policy, vvith its 
unilateral defense  of  preemptive strikes and its scorn for  multilateral 
institutions, constitutes a substantial break vvith neoliberalism. This 
argument rests on the idea that "neoliberal processes of  profit-
making, accumulation and institutional regulation, vvhich give a 
degree of  security to the system, simultaneously produce insecurity 
on ali levels of  social and individual life."21  The break in the US 
foreign  policy actions resulting from  this security/insecurity paradox 
of  neoliberal globalization particularly manifests  itself  in the fact  that 

18Susan Soederberg, "American Empire and "Excluded States": the 
Millennium Challenge Account and the Shift  to Pre-Emptive 
Development," Third  World  Çuarterly,  Vol. 25 (2), 2004, p. 281. 

19Kiely, Empire in the Age of  Globalisation,  pp. 101, 140; Neil Smith, The 
Endgame  of  Globalization,  Nevv York and London, Routledge, 2005, 
p. 179; Walden Bello, Dilemmas of  Domination: The  Unmaking  of  the 
American Empire, London, Zed Books, 2005, pp. 160-163, 182-183. 

20Mary Kaldor, Helmut Anheier and Marlies Glasius, "Introduction," Mary 
Kaldor, Helmut Anheier and Marlies Glasius (eds.), Global  Civil  Society 
2004/05,  London, Sage, 2004, p. 4. 

2 1 Soederberg, The  War  on Terrorism  and  American Empire, p. 159. 
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the key position in the Bush administration is now held by the 
Pentagon outflanking  other sectors as opposed to the Clinton 
presidency in which the US Treasury vvas the primary branch in 
foreign  policy making.22 Among other indications of  this break of  the 
Bush administration vvith the logic of  market and finance  are its 
protective measures in agriculture and steel sectors, its inconsistent 
attitude tovvard the WTO principles and decisions about trade-related 
issues, its imposition of  "the compliance vvith the US foreign  policy" 
criteria in commercial negotiations över other parties and its moving 
avvay from  the principles of  transparency and good governance for  the 
sake of  national security.23 Thus, sufficient  evidence to back up the 
thesis of  a return to an old-fashioned  povver politics in US foreign 
actions to the detriment of  its benevolent hegemony is available and 
this is enough to suggest that Bush's neoconservative foreign  policy 
represents a regressive retreat from  the potential of  globalization. 

These debates stem from  the assumption that the eroding US 
economic (both in production and finance)  and soft  povver in the early 
2000s forced  it to extend hegemony through ınilitary means as the 
only remaining and reliable tool of  exerting its povver in international 
arena. The 9/11 attacks gave a great momentum to this temptation to 
rest on solely military povver and the accompanying strategy of 
regime change as the gap betvveen the US' pursuit of  neoliberalism 
and the multilateral policy framevvork  it requires and its endangered 
national security interests started to vviden. Since Bush's 
neoconservatism intended to ensure the security of  both the US and 
the rest of  the vvorld, it vvould "transform  the lovv-intensity vvarfare 
vvaged around the globe under neoliberalism into a dramatic 
confrontation,  supposedly capable of  eliminating the threat once and 
for  ali"24 if  the functioning  of  neoliberalism and the multilateral 

2 2Leo Panitch and Sam Gindin, "The Unique American Empire," A. Colâs 
and R. Saull (eds.), The  War  on Terror  and  the American 'Empire'  After 
the Cold  War,  London and Nevv York, Routledge, 2006, p. 39; Giovanni 
Arrighi, "Hegemony Unravelling - I," New  Left  Review, No. 32, March-
April 2005, p. 48. 

2ilbid.,  p. 62; Jan Nederveen Pieterse, Globalization  or Empire?, Nevv York 
and London, Routledge, 2004, p. 49; Bello, Dilemmas of  Domination, pp. 
180-181. 

24Harvey, The  New  imperialism,  p. 201. 
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framevvork  in which it operates came to pose a threat to US and 
global security and order. More recently, Rieff  also points out that 

two recent controversies — the sale of  port facilities  to a company 
owned by the government of  Dubai and the negotiation of  a 
controversial nuclear cooperation deal with India — underscore the 
tensions and contradictions betvveen America's commitment to 
economic globalization and its political priorities in a post-9/11 
vvorld.25 

In the context of  these debates, it can be concluded that what 
the US has sought to do, in an attempt to leave the tension betvveen its 
post-September 11 security concerns and its long pursuit of  neoliberal 
globalization behind, is integrate the methods of  imperialism vvith 
those of  neoliberalism in a naked militarism. 

Against this background, the Bush era in US foreign  policy 
cannot be easily separated from  the US grand strategy carried över 
from  Clinton to Bush. The real motives behind the aggressive 
militarism of  the Bush turn, it seems, is actually to do vvith "domestic 
challenges and the structure of  America's political relations vvith 
other main mature and emergent centres of  capitalism",26 namely core 
capitalist povvers as vvell as Russia and China, rather than combating 
terrorist threats from  al-Qaeda or overthrovving the rogue regimes. 
This vievv looks also compatible vvith Chomsky's vvell-reasoned 
argument: "the primary principle of  [US]  foreign  policy...is the 
imperative of  America's  missiorı as the vanguard  of  history, 
transforming  the global  order  and,  in doing  so, perpetuating  its own 
dominance,"27  From this perspective, the tactical targets, i.e. non-
integrating gap remained unaffected  from  neoliberal globalization 
such as Somalia, Iran, Afghanistan  and Iraq, serve as nothing more 
than instruments or means for  re-mapping US' relations vvith other, 
core povver centers. This is officially  adopted in the 2002 National 

25David Rieff,  "Globalization 2.0," New  York  Times,  March 26, 2006. 
26Peter Govvan, "The Bush Turn and the Drive for  Primacy", A. Colâs and R. 

Saull (Eds.), The  War  on Terror  and  the American 'Empire'  After  the Cold 
War,  London and Nevv York, Routledge, 2006, p. 132. 

27Noam Chomsky, Hegemony  or Survival:  America's  Quest for  Global 
Dominance, London, Hamish Hamilton, 2003, p. 43. 
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Security Strategy which state clearly that the eınergence of  any rival 
povver cannot be tolerated.28 

What justifies  this grand strategy is the fact  that "American 
primacy...has not been secured since the collapse of  the Soviet Bloc. 
Instead the world has been in a transitional period. The task of  the 
Bush administration was to reconfigure  international politics and 
orientate the United States on a new path to bring that transition to an 
end."29 At this point, 9/11 vvas a galvanizing factor  vvhich gave the 
Bush administration a historic opportunity to pursue its US-first 
strategy through the aggressive manifestation  of  US povver as 
Afghanistan  and Iraq vvars shovved clearly. Indeed, as Cox puts it, 
'September 11 is probably better understood as a catalytic 
converter'30 serving for  the grand design or strategy. Supposedly, the 
post 9/11 conditions vvere uniquely ideal for  the US to adopt a posture 
of  benevolent and purposeful  hegemony in the vvorldvvide struggle 
against terrorism, but instead it preferred  to frame  and follovv  a much 
more high-risk and povver-oriented strategy of  coercive and 
unconstrained hegemony, thereby raising the specter of  a geopolitical 
backlash by other rival povvers against this kind of  sheer dominance 
as discussed in the last section. 

In the immediate aftermath  of  9/11, vvhat the true purpose of 
Bush's neoconservative vision vvas build a nevv global empire and 
preserve its superiority from  further  erosion by going far  beyond the 
strategy of  hegemony and moving tovvard a sort of  absolute global 
dominance. Even though it has alvvays been a part of  US post-Cold 
War grand strategy, in the vievv of  Bush and the neoconservative 
circles the goal of  preventing any peer competitor from  equaling or 
challenging the preeminent position of  the US has been achieved 
neither by the Bush Sr. nor by the Clinton adıninistrations follovving 
largely status quo oriented foreign  policies tovvard other would-be 
hegemons.31 They actually conducted their foreign  policies in a 

28"The National Security Strategy of  the USA," Washington, The White 
House, 2002, p. 30, [http://www.whitehouse.gov.nsc.nss.pdf]. 

29Gowan, The  Bıısh Turn  and  the Drive for  Primacy, p. 132. 
30Cox, Empire? The  Bush Doctrine and  the Lessons of  History,  p. 26. 
31Stefan  Halper and Jonathan Clarke, America Alone: The  Neoconservatives 

and  the Global  Order,  New York, Cambridge University Press, 2004, pp. 
80-81; Charles Krauthammer, "A World Imagined: The Flawed Premises 
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manner vvhich is generally acceptable to them. So it vvas the Bush 
administration that demonstrated its deliberate and fırın  intention to 
preempt any rival povver to rise to a great povver status equal to that of 
the US by skillfully  exploiting the nevv international disorder caused 
by the events of  9/11. Indeed, the Bush Doctrine vvas a reaffirmation 
of  US determination to remake the vvorld order in its ovvn image by 
means of  the ıınilateral use of  military force.  The pursuit of  national 
security and defense  has immediately become America's primary 
national interest, making the economic vvell-being and individual 
liberties of  the nation secondarily important issues. In this endeavor, 
the US is not vievved naturally as a benevolent hegemon vvhich serves 
for  the interests of  ali but an arrogant hyper povver defying 
international lavv and organizations and acting unilaterally vvhenever 
it vvishes. After  having ensured the public approval of  its nevv 
aggressive foreign  policy in the post-9/11 atmosphere of  fear  and 
uncertainty, Bush Jr. then sought to get the unconditional support of 
international community in his struggle vvith radical Islamicists and 
succeeded in this effort  as vvas the case vvith the Afghanistan 
operation. Hovvever, this ali changed in the run-up to the Second Gulf 
Crisis and the US under Bush ended up blundering into an avoidable 
vvar. This terrible blunder represented the high-vvater mark in its 
effort  to achieve the status of  a neo-imperial povver. 

Here, as some authors like Hardt and Negri, vvho argued in 
their book Empire that the age of  imperialism is över and no povver 
has the capacity to build an imperial order any longer, may possibly 
object to the idea of  an emergent US-centered neo-imperialism,32 

others agree to describe this ııeoconservative project as "imperial" 
despite the vehement denials by Bush himself  and the American 
public.33 Of  this latter group, Cox and Odorn and Dujarric emphasize 

of  Liberal Foreign Policy," The  New  Republic, Vol. 220 (11), 15 March 
1999, pp. 22-25. 

3 2See Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire, Cambridge (MA), Harvard 
University Press, 2000. 

33Harvey, The  New  imperialism,  p. 5; Emmanuel Todd, After  the Empire: 
The  Breakdown  of  the American Order,  Nevv York, Columbia University 
Press, 2003, p.62; John B. Foster, Naked  imperialism: The  US  Pursuit  of 
Global  Dominance, Nevv York, Monthly Revievv Press, 2006, pp. 13-14; 
Michael Cox, "The imperial Republic Revisited: The United States in the 
Era of  Bush," A. Colâs and R. Saull (eds.), The  War  on Terror  and  the 
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that the US can simply be regarded as an empire vvith its ovvn 
characteristics and peculiarities such as its reliance on democratic 
imperatives, its non-territoriality, its dependency on allies and proxies 
and the lack of  public avvareness of  building an empire,34 vvhile 
İkenberry insists that these special qualities do not necessarily mean 
that it is an empire in a real sense.35 Meanvvhile, Pieterse formulates 
the nevv characteristic of  this imperial project pointedly by dravving 
our attention to an intriguing distinction: "this is an imperial 
episode...in vievv of  the long-term American disposition  tovvards 
primacy, and an imperial moment in vievv of  the recent perceived 
capability  to implement this aim."36 In vvhat follovvs,  to vvhat extent 
this imperial moment is sustainable so as to extend the imperial 
episode to the 21st century vvill be examined in terms of  both the 
inherent vveaknesses and contradictions of  US povver and potential 
challenges to it. 

Is This Neo-imperial Project Sustainable?: The VVeaknesses 
and Paradoxes of  US Povver 

It becomes clearer today that America's resources are not 
commensurate vvith the maintenance of  its policy of  absolute 
dominance any longer and the indispensable nation of  the Clinton era 
is novv in danger of  becoming a dispensable one. Accordingly, it is 
highly doubtful  that American hegemony is an exception to the 
general rule about the ultimate fate  of  hegemonic povvers and can 
endure indefinitely.  In the vvake of  the historical fact  that every 
hegemonic order has come to an end after  either the internal decay of 

American 'Empire'  After  the Cold  War,  London and Nevv York, 
Routledge, 2006, p. 116; Muqtedar Khan, "The Post-Modem Empire: The 
United States' Nevv Foreign Policy and its Global Challenges," The  Brown 
Journal  of  World  Affairs,  Vol. X (2), Winter-Spring 2004, p. 274. 

34Cox, The  İmperial  Republic Revisited,  pp. 116-124; William E. Odom and 
Robert Dujaric, America's  Inadvertent  Empire, Nevv Haven and London, 
Yale University Press, 2004, pp. 39-41. 

35John ikenberry, "Illusions of  Empire: Defining  the Nevv American Order", 
Foreign  Affairs  83 (2), 2004, pp. 144-154. 

36Jan Nederveen Pieterse, "Scenarios of  Povver," A. Colâs and R. Saull 
(eds.), The  War  on Terror  and  the American 'Empire'  After  the Cold  War, 
London and Nevv York, Routledge, 2006, p. 183. 
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the system or the arrival of  nevv rivals or hegemons vvhich clearly 
seek to challenge the leading povver, this argument looks more to the 
point. Indeed, the dramatic shifit  from  consensual to more coercive 
hegemony in the US' case is likely to inspire other majör povvers or 
even vveaker states to cali for  constraining American foreign  actions 
and hence counterbalancing American ascendancy as the Chinese and 
French condemnations of  US hegemony and hyper povver in the near 
past indicate us. In other vvords, notvvithstanding the immensity of 
American military and technological povver, a US hegemony founded 
solely upon the unilateral, coercive and punitive use of  force  is bound 
to be counterproductive. On the basis of  this observation, it is 
arguable that Bush's go-it-alone style has already been unsuccessful 
in reshaping the vvorld to America's advantage and so sustaining its 
supremacy över a long period since it is based on a substantial 
misreading of  the realities of  US povver. With regard to the social, 
economic and political conditions under vvhich the nevv imperial 
strategy vvas developed, the American empire, unlike the post-Second 
World War American hegemony, does not seem free  from  serious 
difficulties  and challenges in the near term and "these are more likely 
to increase rather than diminish in the years that lie ahead."37 

In terms of  its economic povver, US balance of  payments 
currently runs the mother of  all-trade defıcits  amounting up to 700 
billion dollars, making it the vvorld's biggest debtor. This escalating 
trade deficit  compounded by the lıuge current-account deficit  is 
largely fınanced  by the huge amounts of  capital flovving  from  East 
Asian countries, mainly China and Japan, purchasing US securities 
and bonds and holding US dollar-denominated foreign  reserves, as 
vvell as by the European investments.38 The vveakness of  the US 
position in this regard has to do vvith "the historically unprecedented 
grovvth of  liabilities to overseas" and "the historically unprecedented 
vulnerability of  the US economy to the flight  of  capital and a collapse 
of  dollar."39 In addition to its reliance on foreign  capital inflovvs  in 
order to cover the deficit,  albeit in return for  the dependence of  the 
vvorld on the American markets, the devastating impact of  the 

37Cox, The  imperial Republic Revisited,  p. 118. 
38Kiely, The  Clash  of  Civilisations,  p. 102; Arrighi, Hegemony  Unravelling-

I, p. 63. 
39Robert Brenner, The  Boom and  the Bubble: The  US  in the World  Economy, 

London, Verso, 2002, p. 3. 
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increasing military spending on the US foreign  indebtedness should 
also be noted. Beside these serious difficulties,  what is more vvorrying 
for  Washington is that its freedom  of  maneuver to reverse this 
worsening situation is quite limited because of  both the paradoxes 
like a need for  more deficit  fınancing,  vvhich may be involved by a 
possible adoption of  the neo-Keynesian measures such as a massive 
redistribution of  vvealth, and the resistance from  neoliberal economic 
circles to this sort of  policies. 

In military and political terms, insistence on a US foreign 
policy based solely on the unilateral use of  force  and forceful  regime 
change is likely to lead to the self-destruction  of  the American 
hegemony. The apparent incapacity on the part of  the US is already 
evident in largely inconsequential American military involvements in 
Afghanistan  and Iraq. The Administration's rhetoric that presents the 
tvvo vvars as liberation and the subsequent occupations as democracy 
promotion vvorries and even alienates the rest of  the vvorld vvhile not 
even satisfying  the national public opinion any longer. In contrast to 
the rhetoric, things have gone terribly vvrong and the gap betvveen 
vvords and deeds has considerably vvidened both in the struggle 
against radical terrorism and in the invasion of  Iraq. Rather than 
defeating  terrorism, the US vvar on terror has bred nevv recruitments 
into the terrorist netvvorks as the fierce  battle against the Taliban in 
Afghanistan  is hardening. As Mallaby puts it, "the government is 
vvobbling, vvarlords run drugs and the pro-al-Qaeda Taliban have 
4,000 to 5,000 active fighters  in the country."40 Turning to the 
grinding vvar in lraq, it is obvious novv that the US did succumb to the 
arrogance of  povver and overstretched by trying to spread Western 
style democracy by force.  The current state of  affairs  in the country 
indicates that even though US coercive povver is highly capable of 
defeating  any enemy it is also uniquely vulnerable since it is closely 
dependent on "political rule through territorial states."41 This 
structural incapacity is further  vvorsened by the fact  that vvhat 

40Sebastian Mallaby, "A Nadir of  US Povver," Washington  Post, 23 October 
2006, p. A 21, [http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2006/10/22/AR2006102200716.html], 

4lAlejandro Colâs and Richard Saull, "Introduction: the War on Terror and 
the American Empire after  the Cold War," A. Colâs and R. Saull (eds.), 
The  War  on Terror  and  the American 'Empire'  After  the Cold  War, 
London and New York, Routledge, 2006, p. 19. 
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emerges in these tvvo occupied countries is the control över air and 
sea but not över land and, as linked with this, the continued 
fragmentation  of  political authority, especially in lraq. Undeniably, 
the nation-building effort  and peaceful  transition to democracy in Iraq 
has proved not a piece of  cake as that the US got bogged down vvith 
the rising insurgency shovved us clearly. What had earlier been seen 
as a short-term occupation has become a grovving uncertainty vvhich 
is fueled  by the already complicated situation in economic, political 
and military terms in the country. 

Admittedly, as prevvar projections turned out to be iilusory, the 
administration's long-range plans seem to have been foundered  by 
grossly mismanaging postvvar policy, but there is no end in sight to 
the American presence in lraq despite this mind-boggling failure. 
Unlike Afghanistan  vvhere the US army succeeded in overthrovving 
the Taliban regime vvithout high casualties and the Taliban attacks on 
NATO forces  remained relatively sporadic vvhen compared to Iraq, 
the Iraq vvar and Washington's apparent failure  in dealing vvith the 
insurgencies in various forms,  namely the Ba'athists, local Sünni 
radicals and foreign  jihadists,42 signify  that the US imperial 
ambitions face  a serious trouble at least in the short-term. Given the 
increasing number of  US casualties and the lack of  vvell-trained Iraqi 
security forces  in the bloody struggle against insurgents, a 
conventional military victory has unsurprisingly turned into a 
Vietnam-like quagmire in vvhich the US military povver, albeit its 
technological superiority, mainly stayed alone in overcoming the 
unconventional combat in spite of  the military contribution of  its 

42Robert J. Jackson and Philip Tovvle, Temptations  of  Power: The  United 
States  in Global  Politics  after  9/11,  Houndmills and Nevv York, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2006, p. 178; Steven Metz, "insurgency and 
Counterinsurgency in Iraq," Alexander T. J. Lennon and Camille Eiss 
(eds.), Reshaping Rouge States:  Preemption,  Regime Change,  and  U.S. 
Policy Toward  Iran,  lraq, and  North  Korea,  Cambridge and London, MİT 
Press, 2004, pp. 307-308; Andrea M. Lopez, "Engaging or Withdrawing, 
VVinning or Losing? The Contradictions of  Counterinsurgency Policy in 
Afghanistan  and Iraq," Third  World  Quarterly,  Vol. 28 (2), 2007, p. 247; 
Rod Nordland et al, "Unmasking the İnsurgents," Newsweek,  Vol. 145 (6), 
02/07/2005, pp. 21-22; F. Stephen Larrabee, "The Middle East: The 
Changing Strategic Environment," GCSP/RAND Annual Conference, 
Gstaad, 26-28 June 2005, p. 6, 
[http://www.rand.org/pubs/conf_proceedings/2006/RAND_CF223.pdf]. 
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allies. Understandably, Bush and his foreign  policy team are often 
blamed for  badly underestimating the magnitude of  the postwar 
reconstruction of  post-Saddam Iraq. İn contrast to the 
administration's calculations, the fıght  with Iraqi insurgency has 
taken a far  longer time than predicted and this disturbing fact  has 
compelled Washington to reconsider the number and effectiveness  of 
its troop deployments in dealings vvith hardened local and foreign 
fighters.  In implicit recognition of  this blunder on Iraq, the Bush 
administration eventually, albeit reluctantly, abandoned the pre-war 
plans for  the reduction of  the US forces  and the troop strength vvere 
increased43 vvith the aim of  making the army operationally stronger 
follovving  the vvithdravvals by some allied states like Spain hit by a 
massive terrorist attack just as Washington somehovv managed to 
convince other coalition members to stay in Iraq. Beside this debacle, 
another trouble the Bush administration facing  is, unlike the first  Gulf 
War of  1990-91 vvhen the cost of  vvar vvere largely covered by other 
coalition partners, its paying most of  the mounting costs of  the 
occupation and reconstruction in aftervvar  Iraq. Lastly, it has also 
turned out that using Iraq as a springboard to transform  the Middle 
East politically is an irredeemably flavved  strategy.44 In a stark 
contrast to US plans, further  political openness in the Middle East 
imposed from  above through the US-led projects like the Greater 
Middle East initiative has helped not to vveaken but to strengthen the 
povver and leverage of  radical moveınents and forces  like Hamas and 
Hezbollah in the political processes of  their host countries.45 As a 
result, the relative influence  of  the US to affect  the course of  events, 
including the Arab-Israeli peace process, in the region has 
signifıcantly  decreased. Thus, since the 2003 invasion of  Iraq, Bush's 
neoconservative foreign  policy, vvith its maximalist goals and 
expansive vision of  America's vvorld role, had already lost its foreign 

43Mallaby, A Nadir  of  US  Power, p. A 21; "Bush Stands Firm Över Iraq 
Policy," January 15, 2007, 
[http://news.bbc.co.Uk/l/hi/world/middle_east/6261933.stm];  "White 
House: We Will Send More Troops in lraq," January 14, 2007, 
[http://www.cnn.com/2007/POLITICS/01/14/US.iraq.ap/index.html]. 

44Fareed Zakaria, "Losing the War, as Well as the Battle," Newsweek,  Vol. 
148 (26), 12/25/2006, p. 50. 

45Christopher Layne and Bradley A. Thayer, American Empire: A Debate, 
New York and London, Routledge, 2007, p. 95. 
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credibility and this was the case not only in invading but also in 
pacifying  Iraq and transforming  the entire Middle East. 

As well as "running the risk of  endangering the credibility of 
US military might in the vvorld at large",46 the war in Iraq vvould also 
mark the terminal crisis of  US hegemony in the longer-term as 
opposed to the ambitious strategic goals pursued by neoconservatives. 
As Colâs and Saull note, "vvhat the invasion and occupation of  Iraq 
seems to bear out, then, is that the 'imperial episode' in US foreign 
policy...may be coming to an end."47 This is not to say that the end of 
US povver is certainly imminent, but despite its desperate efforts  to 
savor the unipolar moment and turn it into a permanent dominance 
över the globe on the basis of  slıort-lived politico-military gains, it 
should be recognized that Washington under Bush Jr. has fallen  into 
the trap of  self-encirclement  and in this case, the longevity of 
unipolarity does not seem to increase but to decrease rapidly. 

With regard to its ideological povver basis, American empire is 
again fraught  vvith diffıculties  and contradictions. The ideological, or 
soft,  povver of  the US has eroded soon follovving  its rejection of 
multilateral cooperation on the path to the Iraq vvar, the resentment of 
other majör povvers över this US unilateralism and the increasingly 
vvorsening image of  Bush in the eyes of  the vvorld populations. This 
rapid erosion of  benevolent povver image projected particularly by the 
Clintonite liberal internationalism has been strongly stressed by 
Wallerstein: "Över the last 200 years, the United States acquired a 
considerable amount of  ideological credit. But these days, the United 
States is running through its credit even faster  than it ran through its 
gold surplus in the 1960s."48 Similarly, Friedman points to the rising 
tide of  anti-Americanism among Müslim nations by referring  to the 
vvar on terrorism: "We cannot win a vvar of  ideas against [Al-Qaeda] 
by ourselves. Only Arabs and Muslims can . . . But it is hard to 
partner someone vvhen you become so radioactive no one vvants to 
stand next to you."49 On the other hand, it is also possible to speak of 

46Arrighi, Hegemony  Unravelling  - /, p. 51. 
47Colâs and Saull, Introduction,  p. 20. 
48Immanuel Wallerstein, The  Decline of  American Power, Nevv York, Nevv 

Press, 2003, p. 26. 
49Thomas Friedman, "Restoring Our Honor", New  York  Times,  May 6, 2004. 
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a lack of  ideological motivation on the part of  the US state apparatus 
and public in relation to its imperial status in the global order. As 
some analysts argued, the US has constantly refused  to be named 
notoriously as an empire and rather remained an empire in denial at 
both governmental and popular levels.50 Therefore,  in addition to 
economic, military and political troubles, Washington also faces, 
perhaps, a more worrying obstacle to its so-called empire: a rapidly 
collapsing - both internal and external - ideological base for  the 
alleged American primacy. 

On the basis of  this brief  account of  US vveaknesses, it is hard 
to disagree vvith Mann's comment on the future  state of  American 
povver in terms of  its aforementioned  troubles and contradictions: 
"American Empire vvill turn out to be a military giant, a back-seat 
economic driver, a political schizophrenic and an ideological 
phantom. The result is a disturbed, misshapen monster stumbling 
clumsily across the vvorld."51 Then it can reasonably be argued that 
the neoconservative empire building is unsustainable since it is 
recently taking a less justifıable  course and so seems almost certain to 
remain just a temporary phase in the conduct of  US foreign  policy 
guided by the neoconservatives vvhose influence  is in a steep decline. 
Both this desperate empire building effort  and the actual course of  US 
foreign  policy are thus an aberration in the long pursuit of  restoring 
pax-Americana from  Reagan to Bush Jr. As such the US "empire" in 
its recent form  appears pretty much open to challenges vvhich can be 
posed by its East Asian rivals and some mid-size Third World states 
or simply vvorldvvide popular movements involved in a conscious 
struggle against neo-imperialism vvhereas their inherent but disputed 

50Niall Ferguson, Colossus:  The  Rise and  Fail  of  the American Empire, Nevv 
York, Penguin Books, 2004, p. 6; Sebastian Mallaby, "The Reluctant 
Imperialist: Terrorism, Failed States, and the Case for  American Empire," 
Foreign  Affairs,  Vol. 81 (2), March/April 2002, p. 6; Anatol Lieven, "The 
Empire Strikes Back," The  Nation,  Vol. 277 (1), 7 July 2003, p. 26; Doug 
Stokes, "The Heart of  Empire? Theorising US Empire in an era of 
Transnational Capitalism," Third  fVorld  Quarterly,  Vol. 26 (2), 2005, p. 
219; Niall Ferguson, "Hegemony or Empire," Foreign  Affairs,  Vol. 82 (5), 
September/October 2003, pp. 160-161. 

5lMichael Mann, Incoherent  Empire, London and Nevv York, Verso, 2003, 
p. 13. 
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potentialities in rivaling or clıallenging Washington are also 
noteworthy. 

How Challengeable is the US Power?: New Insights and 
Nevv Realities 

It is a rather hard task to make confident  predictions about the 
durability of  American hegemony but one thing is reasonably 
predictable: the emergence of  balancing or challenging acts against 
the hegemonic state. Rather than an imperial domination of  other 
nations, Washington's actual exercise of  economic, military and 
political povver is more like a hegemonic dominance. The US under 
Bush administration is novv generally regarded as a predatory 
hegemon, not a benign povver vvhich is broadly vvelcomed by others. 
This effort  to rebuild hegemony coercively vvould, hovvever, result in 
an echo of  its former  self,  destined to vvane as other povvers grow to 
become nevv hegemons and, by invading lraq and disregarding its 
allies and international institutions, the US has really engaged in a 
behavior suffıciently  aggressive to provoke countervailing actions 
and coalitions. It is no longer significantly  unconstrained and nor 
does it enjoy vvide discretion in its foreign  affairs  as it did in the 
immediate afîtermath  of  9/11. Indeed, it appears that the pillars by 
vvhich the Bush administration is seeking to erect a nevv vvorld order 
have been tottering since the invasion of  Iraq. Consequently, it is 
claimed that a geopolitical backlash against American preponderance 
is far  from  being a distant possibility.52 

The debate on potential alternatives and challenges to 
American povver focuses  its attention on tvvo possibilities: first,  the 
rise of  popular, anti-globalist and anti-vvar movements, and second, 
challenges posed by emerging regional povvers or povver blocs. The 
first  vievvpoint argues that if  alternatives to American hegemony are 
to come about, these are likely to emerge from  the bottom up rather 
than come from  above.53 Here it should be noted that neither the 
contemporary insurgency in Iraq nor the terrorist netvvorks vvorldvvide 

52Charles A. Kupchan, The  End  of  the American Era: U.S.  Foreign  Policy 
and  the Geopolitics  of  the Twenty-First  Centııry,  Nevv York, Alfred  A. 
Knopf,  2003, p. 29. 

53Kiely, Empire in the Age of  Globalisation,  pp. 165-180. 
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will form  a strategic alternative to American preponderance since 
they have 'none of  the popular and democratic components of  the 
national liberation movements of  the 1970s...'54 On the other hand, 
the emergence of  a global civil society opposing to US power and 
neoliberalism is under way. Iııdeed, popülist and oppositional 
movements in Latin America exemplified  by the latest election 
victories won by the leftist  politicians have gathered a fresh 
moınentum and leverage55 and seem to constitute a more serious 
alternative today to American empire project than they were in the 
past. In the meantime we are also vvitnessing the efforts  put by the 
global justice movement of  the 1990s and vvorld social forums  to 
present an alternative and more progressive vision to the neoliberal 
dogma, 'ali indicate the immense potential for  such a democratic 
internationalism to take root in the near future.'56  Hovvever, in the last 
instance, there exists no coherent and coordinated activism agreed by 
these diverse groups vvhich can be required by any attempt to 
counterbalance the US and this makes a "bottom up" counter-
hegemonic backlash in the near term unfeasible. 

As for  the challenges presented by other majör povvers such as 
Russia, China and India or povver blocs like an Eurasian alignment 
betvveen these povvers, in fact,  they vvere mainly status quo, rather 
than challenging, povvers in the post-Cold War period vvhich 
acquiesced in playing a subordinate role vvithin the US-led 
international system. Today many scholars contend that they vvould 
involve in competing and balancing the hitherto unrivalled US 
supremacy because of  Bush's neoconservative foreign  policy 
provided that they stick to the general rules of  the great povver 
game.57 As there have been many indications since the Iraq vvar that 
the US hegemony is no longer vvelcomed vvarmly and unquestionably 
by other povvers and even is seen as a potential threat to their ovvn 
security, vvhether this opposition may take the form  of  structural or 
revisionist challenging and counterbalancing acts on the potential 
rival povvers' part is stili an open-ended qııestion. 

54Colâs and Saull, Introduction,  p. 21. 
55Foster, Naked  İmperialism,  p. 20. 
56Colâs and Saull, Introduction,  p. 21. 
57Foster, Naked  imperialism,  p. 20; Layne and Thayer, American Empire, 
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The current debate on a possible regional power-based 
challenge to US hegemony revolves around the likelihood of  an 
emerging East Asian geopolitical rival: China. As Mastanduno 
observed a decade ago, "China's combination of  rapid growth, 
international ambition, and a history of  discontent vvith what it 
perceives as humiliation at the hands of  great povvers makes it a more 
likely candidate to launch a global revisionist challenge."58 Today 
this shrevvd observation is stili valid given that Beijing is increasingly 
becoming capable of  counterbalancing Washington by virtue of  its 
remarkable record in GDP grovvth, the huge size of  its land army and 
its rising influence  in its near abroad. Currently, China's rapid strides 
tovvard great povver status are becoming manifest  globally, too. 
İndeed, its latest ambitious economic and commercial engagements 
vvorldvvide as in the case of  its vvidely influential  and rapid economic 
penetration to Latin America and its recent investments and quest for 
nevv energy suppliers in Africa59  indicate its determination to throvv 
its vveight globally and more importantly, its intention to compete the 
US in these far  parts of  the vvorld. But for  some analysts, due to the 
modest scale of  its economy, its heavy dependency on American 
market commercially, its backvvard military equipments, its 
vveakening political authority and its domestic social troubles and 
contradictions, China's capacity to countervail US is stili far  from 
that of  a serious challenger.60 Rather, China's emergence as a 
revisionist state vvhich seeks to tilt the balance to its advantage has 
not yet taken place since ali these factors  prevent it from  taking some 

58Michael Mastanduno, "Preserving the Unipolar Moment: Realist Theories 
and U.S. Grand Strategy after  the Cold War," International  Security,  Vol. 
21 (4), Spring 1997, p. 65. 
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radical steps tovvard acting like an unconstrained and irresponsible 
povver, putting its economic and social development in jeopardy for 
the sake of  short-term geopolitical gains. 

Another rival povver vvhich might be tempted to contest 
American aspirations for  global dominance is Putin's Russia, vvhich 
is openly displeased vvith the hegemonic exercise of  US povver. In 
recent tiınes, there is suggestive evidence of  Russia's distancing itself 
from  the US and pursuing a proactive and assertive foreign  policy in 
order to pose a countervveight to grovving American hegemonic 
influence  in its near abroad. In fact,  it has an increased capability as 
vvell as potential vvillingness to do this given the marked economic 
revival sparked by the rising global oi! and gas prices, the relative 
reversal of  military decline and the restoration of  internal cohesion 
and political consolidation of  the regime under Putin to the detriment 
of  democratic freedoms.  Hence it seems only too eager to counter 
American actions in domains that it regards particularly vital to its 
ovvn interests:61 its close relations and nuclear engagement vvith Iran, 
its displeasure vvith the long-term base arrangements betvveen the US 
and the neighboring countries in the Russian sphere of  influence,  its 
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International  Affairs,  Vol. 83 (5), 2007, pp. 849-853; Peter Ferdinand, 
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Affairs,  Vol. 83 (4), 2007, p. 655; Lial Shevtsova, "Post-Communist 
Russia: A Historic Opportunity Missed," International  Affairs,  Vol. 83 (5), 
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[http://www.ft.eom/cms/s/0/5246413a-a815-11  dc-9485-
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fierce  oppositioıı to the deployment of  US missile defense  system in 
Eastern Europe and NATO enlargement toward Georgia and Ukraine, 
its recent suspension of  the conventional forces  treaty, its direct and 
close contact with Hamas, its selling arms to anti-American regimes 
like Syria and Venezuela, its pursuit of  energy dominance by bııllying 
its neighbors into abandoning their pro-Western policies, its recent 
rapprochement vvith China and very recently, its opposition to 
Kosovo's US-backed independence from  Serbia are ali cause of  deep 
concern for  the US government and can relatively be seen the first 
signs of  a renevved geopolitical competition, or even a nevv cold 
vvar,62 betvveen Moscovv and Washington. In response, the Bush 
administration has not mentioned the US-Russia strategic partnership 
in its 2006 NSS and vveakened its active support to Moscovv's WTO 
membership bid. But despite the US concerns, Russia, vvith its rapidly 
declining population grovvth, appears to have no chance of  catching 
up the US economically despite its rise as an energy superpovver and 
remain only a military and nuclear povver, the hard povver assets 
vvhich are apparently not effective  to challenge any great povver 
seriously in today's globalized and integrated vvorld. Thus, it is 
arguable that Putin's nevv foreign  policy patlı is "consistent vvith the 
strategy pursued by the Kremlin for  the past decade, vvhose 
fundamental  component is not challenging Western influence  but 
prove that Moscovv stili matters internationally."63 In the face  of  the 
rapidly decreasing US capability to compel changes in Russian 
behavior, hovvever, a possible return to the old pattern of  strategic 
rivalry betvveen the tvvo nuclear povvers vvould cause instability in the 
Eurasian region vvhich is becoming an arena of  great povver game 
because of  its rich hydrocarboıı resources. This instability vvould 
therefore  become the most fundamental  vvorld order challenge 
Washington must grapple vvith, vvith the likelihood of  provoking a 
balancing Eurasian coalition against it. 

As vvell as great povver competitors, Washington has very 
recently had to deal vvith the rise of  a Near Eastern adversary: a 
nuclear Iran. It is true that it is currently encircled by the American 
forces  from  both sides and looks higlıly vulnerable to a possible US 

62Ibid,  p. 903; Stephen F. Cohen, "The Nevv American Cold War," The 
Nation,  Vol. 283 (2), 10 July 2006, p. 14. 

63Mankoff,  Russia and  the West,  p. 124. 
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military action. However, the case can be markedly different  from 
another angle. As the neoconservative scholar Fukuyama pointed out, 
"the US unintentionally abetted Iran's regional rise by invading Iraq, 
eliminating the Ba'athist regime as a countervveight, and empovvering 
Shia parties close to Tehran."64 In that case, the troubles and 
hardships plaguing Washington in its struggle with terrorism and the 
Iraqi insurgency have already convinced Iran, which is targeted by the 
Bush administration for  regime change owing to its nuclear 
ambitions, its support to radical terrorism and insurgency in Iraq and 
its constant threats against Israel, that US is much capable of  neither 
persisting its ambitious projects toward the democratization and 
liberalization of  the Middle East65 nor deterring it from  developing an 
independent nuclear capability. Rather, having seen the US' failure  to 
press North Korea to forgo  its nuclear program, Tehran came to the 
conclusion that the possession of  a nuclear clout is an insurance 
against any such pressures or any act of  foreign  aggression.66 

Therefore,  despite the neoconservative insistence on a military action 
against Iran, the US' goal of  the full  containment of  Ahmadinejad's 
regime is not a piece of  cake and the Bush administration is novv in a 
much vveaker condition than it vvas in the aftermath  of  Iraq vvar in 
imposing its vvill on these unresolved issues över Iran just as US-
backed Israel's fîerce  but inconsequential fight  vvith the Iranian-
backed Hezbollah in Lebanon last year proved. This picture makes a 
less confrontational  policy and a process of  effective  and preventive 
diplomacy a more compelling option for  the US interests. Othervvise, 
Washington's insistence on the militarized and hard-line policy may 
help rather than vveaken Tehran to consolidate its povver position in 
the Middle East even though it does not pose a strategic challenge as 
a mid-sized regional povver to American hegemony. 

64Francis Fukuyama, "Neocons Have Learned Nothing From Five Years of 
Catastrophe", The  Guardian,  January 31, 2007, 
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The emergence of  a Eurasian power bloc vvhich vvill ünite these 
tvvo regions in competing Washington is also made a case by some 
vvho contend that the shared opposition of  France, Germany, Russia 
and China to the US-led Iraq vvar can be vievved as the fırst  sign of 
such an enormous alignment.67 In this context, the ongoing 
cooperation betvveen China and Russia via the Shanghai Cooperation 
Organization and joint Sino-Russian military exercises as vvell as the 
recent rapprochemeııt betvveen China and India vvould likely sovv the 
seeds of  a strong povver bloc in such a strategically important 
region.68 For Kağan, the current strong opposition of  Russia and 
China in the UN Security Council to punitive sanctions or a military 
action against Iran is a vvarning sign for  the US vvith respect to the 
emergence of  an autocratic alliance vvith its proxies like Sudan.69 

Although their recently ambitious foreign  engagements and their 
intentions to rival and tie dovvn Washington in some areas are already 
visible, hovvever, these povvers' 'edging avvay' from  the US has not 
taken place and it is not clear yet if  they save Iran, and perhaps 
Russia, may be vvilling to establish an anti-American axis that 
"precludes their cooperative involvement vvith the American 
empire."70 

In addition to traditional great povver rivalry, given its 
integrated economy almost equal in both size and capacity to the US 
economy and the threatening rise of  the Euro as the reserve currency 
of  choice, the European Union (EU) as an expanding regional bloc 
seems at first  sight able to be a countervveight to American povver. 
Beyond its economic vveight, "even the combined military resources 
of  European states are, on paper, impressive, vvith about a quarter of 
global military expenditures being spent by EU members..."71 

Hovvever, vvith ali these invaluable assets, "the EU is better thought 
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of  as having powers, than as being a 'povver'."72 That is, it has 
generally been unable to convert those assets into equally vast povver 
vvhich can exercise considerable influence  över the outside vvorld as 
effectively  as the US. As far  as the EU as a political actor is 
concerned, Brussels has in recent times taken some important steps 
tovvard being and acting as a full-fledged  global player such as the 
initiation of  the European Security and Defense  Policy, the adoption 
of  the tvvo successive catalogues of  forces  and specific  capabilities 
and the endorsement of  European Security Strategy as vvell as its first 
independent military operations abroad from  2003 onvvards, each of 
vvhich reflects  the grovving strategic thinking on the part of  the Union. 
Here Iies the EU's distinctiveness vvith respect to providing sufficient 
strategic and political leverage to its stance in the vvorld politics: the 
Union appears capable of  forming  a global povver based on both hard 
and soft  povver vvith its more independent resources and capabilities 
in contrast to US povver vvith its increasingly militarized trajectory,73 

moving beyond the concepts of  "civilian povver" or "sub-system 
Europe" despite that these tvvo characteristics are stili in place. Thus, 
such a course, if  follovved  determinedly by the Union, vvould actively 
propel the US to take the Union seriously as a global povver acting as 
one, and even come to terms vvith its apparently unique capacity to 
pose a countervveight if  it really vvishes to do so. 

Nonetheless, the EU as a political actor is stili vievved far  from 
being a global povver vvhich can effectually  slıape the vvorld politics 
alongside Washington, let alone rival it.74 This is plainly evident in 
its poor record in the field  of  foreign  policy in the post-Cold War era 
- in particular its ineffectual  handling of  the Balkan Crises of  the 
1990s and the 2003 Iraq Crisis - as vvell as its more structural 
difficulties,  vvhich vvere exacerbated by the rejection of  the 
Constitutional Treaty in some rnember countries, such as its lack of 
"a centralized state structure", of  "a singular language" or "a standing 
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army". Indeed, many scholars have recently dismissed the prospect of 
a challenging Union to American povver.75 

Finally, the latest efforts  put by other middle-ranking regional 
povvers such as India, Brazil and South Africa  in an attempt to 
influence  the global politics further  and to their advantage are also 
vvorth mentioning in relation to the vvorldvvide birth of  nevv counter-
coalitions.76 In this respect, the nevvly-established trilateral dialogue 
forum  betvveen India, Brazil and South Africa  (IBSA) vvould raise, it 
is argued, the likelihood of  the spread of  a challenging povver bloc 
across the South. As Hurrell puts it, "such developments are picked 
up vvith alacrity by those İooking for  signs of  a coordinated 
vvillingness to challenge Washington, or for  evidence of  emerging 
multipolarity and a renevved potential for  systemic revisionism."77 

Yet, it is too early to talk of  a highly coordinated multilateral effort 
vvhich vvill probably be involved by the reactionary rhetoric and 
actions of  the US against such kind of  political formations  given that 
these povvers form  an extremely disparate group of  states in many 
respects. 

Conclusion 

It is almost unthinkable novvadays to analyze American povver 
and foreign  policy vvithout referring  to "e" or "i" vvords, empire and 
imperialism, and in the vvake of  the recently aggressive exercise of 
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American power in Afghanistan  and Iraq, these terms seem relevant 
in some respects. To exercise hard povver in favor  of  American 
interests vvhich are seen as inseparable from  the universal interest of 
humanity has been the central tenet of  the Bush's neoconservative 
strategy in the immediate aftermath  of  the September 11 attacks and 
hence, the US has committed itself  to acting alone to defend  the 
nation against international terrorism and other "evil forces"  even by 
doing this pre-emptively. Beyond this, hovvever, by pursuing 
dominance as a goal in itself,  the US, despite its peculiar aspects and 
the denials by its president and public, has also been acting 
undeniably as a neo-imperial povver vvhich seeks to reshape its 
strategic relations vvith other core povver centers through tactical 
struggles vvith terrorists and military occupations of  failed  or rogue 
states and to stop a nevv peer competitor from  coming about, as can be 
clearly seen in its National Security Strategy and the Bush Doctrine. 
The leverage of  security paradigm in this grand strategy is ali too 
apparent and the central dilemma in this respect for  Washington is to 
decide on vvhether it remain committed to the neoliberal restructuring 
of  vvorld order in a multilateral framevvork  or selfishly  pursue its ovvn 
endangered interests and America-first  strategy at the expense of 
neoliberalism, institutional mechanisms of  global governance and 
multilateralism in economic and political terms. 

The notion of  predatory hegemony rather than empire is then 
arguably more convenient for  America's conduct of  its recent foreign 
policy reflected  not only in the continuation of  neoliberalism vvith 
military means as vvell as economic instruments, but also in the rising 
resistance to the American presence in the occupied Afghanistan  and 
lraq. Indeed, as coercive superpovver behavior vvas massively 
reinforced  under Bush, imperial control över these territories could 
have hardly been established thus far  and it does not look to be so 
despite the ever increasing military presence of  the occupying povver 
and huge amount of  money squandered for  pacifıcation  and 
reconstruction efforts.  After  four  years of  invasion, the picture in Iraq 
does really look gloomier in both respects and the overly optimistic 
prevvar miscalculations and illusions have inevitably led the US into a 
morass in the region vvith their vvorrying implications for  the 
American foreign  policy. Notvvithstanding vvorldvvide public support 
for  the US in the aftermath  of  the 9/11 attacks and during the 
Afghanistan  vvar, the degree of  hegemonic influence  that Washington 
exerts över other nations has alarmingly decreased to the lovvest 
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levels the vvorld had ever vvitnessed because of  its rejection of  the 
relevance of  multilateral diplomacy and institutions and its special 
insistence on the unilateral exercise of  American povver in the 
buildup for  the vvar. In this case, the US has exercised its hegemony 
in a vvay that vvas deemed as incompatible vvith the national interests 
of  both its allies and rivals. It becomes clearer novv that the 
neoconservative project of  empire building is not more than a 
temporary phase in the conduct of  US foreign  policy guided by the 
neoconservatives, and vvith the end of  the neoconservative moment, it 
seems that this project vvill have failed  to generate the intended 
consequences for  the American global interests, thereby pushing a 
return to a more consensual and cooperative policies in dealing vvith 
global problems and crises. 

In today's unipolar setting, the American leadership is on the 
vvane in the light of  the fact  that coercion is an overrated form  of 
hegemonic control. The self-serving  conviction that the US is able to 
be a surviving hegemon is likely to prove utterly false.  The abrasive 
and ad hockery foreign  policy rhetoric and practice of  the Bush 
administration is rather prone tovvard decay and breakdovvn in the 
vvake of  its poor record in both pre-vvar diplomacy and post-vvar 
pacifıcation  and reconstruction. In reality, vve are in a period of 
steadily eroding US hegemony because of  a lack of  consent as the key 
component of  the long-term hegemonic rule, and despite the fact  that 
no set of  rival order is on the horizon, it is not unvvise to argue that 
other povvers or povver blocs vvould compete and balance the 
unrivalled US supremacy vvhile the potential of  globally mobilized 
and progressive social forces  are also notevvorthy, too. In this 
(temporarily) neo-imperial moment of  our age, indeed, other 
emerging povver centers seem to have enough assets to form  a 
countervveight, if  not a challenge, to US povver in mid- or long term 
vvith the potentiality of  building the first  blocks of  a multipolar and 
multivoiced global order. But they are also faced  vvith inherent 
troubles and vulnerabilities to American influence  and manipulation. 
If  they manage to overcome these hurdles in some vvay, then the exit 
strategy for  the US to prevent any counterbalancing act from 
happening vvould be to shift  back again to a post-Second World War-
like pax-Americana vvhich is founded  upon vvhat and hovv other 
nations think about it and vvhether or not they give their active 
consent to it in the name of  global public good. What is needed in this 
regard is more consensual, cooperative and institutionalized vvays of 
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managing the vvorld order and to this end the US should engage in 
strategic restraint by reassuring other nations that it does not impose 
its vvill upon them by force,  but it vvill lead them by example as in the 
near past. Assumingly, this kind of  order can be established by ıneans 
of  either rebalancing the exercise of  American soft  and hard povver or 
even restoring the influence  and predominance of  its soft  povver över 
its hard povver. In the face  of  the rapidly deteriorating US image and 
prestige across the vvorld, the latter in the short-term vvould have to 
take precedence över the former  in an attempt to both repair the 
existing vvidespread discontent vvith the conduct of  US hegemony and 
the diminishing luster of  American leadership and return back to a 
truly functioning  multilateral system. Such a step tovvard an 
institutionalized and rules-based order vvould also arguably enable the 
US to go beyond momentary advantages and gains offered  by the 
unilateral foreign  policy and continue its hegemony beyond the peak 
of  its povver in a more durable and predictable setting that better 
safeguards  its interests as vvas the case vvith the post-Cold vvar pax-
Americana. Stili, in the long run even this structural (but not 
pragmatic) change of  foreign  policy trajectory cannot deny the fact 
that every hegemonic order paradoxical!y produces its opponent. 


